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The planetary inspired range from där lighting features handblown glass spheres in shades of shades of blue, orange 

and greys on a white background giving a spectacular look both on and off. 

‘We've started using colour and pattern in more playful ways on the walls and in the soft 

furnishings, and this is now extending to our lighting schemes. Planet art glass combines 

organic naturalism with the warming and eclectic nature of maximalism. It brings an other-

worldly feel into the home and elicits a small sense of wonder and inner reflection.’ 

  

- Peter Legg, lead designer, där lighting 

 

Balance the planets on swooping arms and frames, let them circle the room on semi-flushes or have them 

dramatically drop from the sky in cluster designs. There’s a shape and size for every ceiling, wall and tableside, just 

waiting to add a galactic glow to the home.   

 

Left to right: Mikara 2 Light Table Lamp - £114, Elpis 7 Light Cluster - £222, Esben Table Lamp - £47.40, Cradle 5 Light - £154.20, Izzy 2 Light 

Wall Light - £63, Atiya 3 Light Semi Flush - £106.20, Atiya Wall Light - £42 

www.darlighting.co.uk 

 
ABOUT:  Founded in 1971 by a young art student with a mission to bring good design and inspiration to home lighting, där lighting is a long-

running family business based in Banbury. As one of the best-known designers and distributors of lighting in the UK, the local design team 

works to create exceptional and innovative designs that add individuality and ambience to any home. The lights are then sold through a 

selection of specialist retailers, chosen for their knowledge, expertise and ability to offer a great customer experience; där has worked with 

some of these for more than 40 years. The där brand is trusted, stands behind the quality of its products and is ready to help wherever and 

whenever it can. 
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